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hey, all you men out there - do you 

remember the time when life was 

simple -when a man was a man 
and a woman knew her place?

well, we think it’s time you had your say.

introducing the man’s guide
for derogatory

terms for women!!
be vicious! be malicious! 

put women in their place!

now, the key to degrading women is to call 

them names that are less than human.
you can easily do this by calling women 
anything from animals to plant life 
to food to inanimate objects.

(we know they’re thinking adults, but by calling them 
names that are less than that, they will eventually 
feel like less than human beings.)

to start off, 

you can call women names 

that are less than adults
(by referring to them as children, like baby, babe 
or girl.terms like these are less effective, since 
they are so commonplace, but can still degrade 
women, so use them liberally)
(and they can even sound like compliments

so they won’t complain!)
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(like baby or babe, for example)

(or call someone a girl)
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(pussy)

how about degrading women by calling them 

animals



(chick)
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(bitch)
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(fox)

or refer to their body parts, 

like their hooters!

or to be cruel, try calling them a

cow, heifer, sow, pig or 
horse!
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how about degrading women by calling them 

kinds of food

(tomato)



(peach)
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(tang)
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(pie, or cherry pie)
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(cherry)
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(sugar)
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(honey)
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(a piece of meat)
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(pumpkin)

this is a good one because it has become an 

affectionate term, but still refers to women 
as non-thinking items for human consumption!
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  (or refer to her body parts as food, 

like melons)
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can you think of any others?

like sweet pea, or muffin
or cheesecake

call her a dish and it sounds like she’s to 

be consumed instead of treated with respect!

...but degrading women 

by calling them kinds of animals or kinds of food

only begins to scratch the surface

there are other ways 

to turn women into objects

other names you can have for women
or you can refer to their body parts 

instead of them as a whole human being

or you can even objectify the act of sex!
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(doll)

how about degrading women by calling them 

inanimate objects
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(hoe)
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(her bush)

how about degrading women by defining them by their

body parts
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(her crack)
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(her hole)
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(her box)

or refer to her knockers, 

her hooters, her beaver, her jugs, 

her rack or her slit!
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(bag)

how about degrading women by making sex with them 

violent
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(bang)

...or try bop, or pop!
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(hammer)

how about degrading sex with women by using

workbench slang
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(pump)
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(screw)

...or try nail
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(like score)

how about degrading sex with women by using

sports analogies
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separate the women from the sex with 

sports, power tools and 
violence

and then the women won’t matter at all!

make women feel stupid!

make women inadequate!

make women inferior!

then they will be!
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try some degrading jokes about women!

what do women and beer bottles have in common? 
they’re both empty from the neck up!

why do women wear panties? 
to keep their ankles warm!

what’s the difference between a woman 
and a bowling ball? you can only put 
three fingers in a bowling ball!

what do you call a prostitute and three 
blondes walking down the street? 

regular price, four bucks, four bucks, four bucks!

why is a beer better than a woman?
it will always give you a head 
and will never talk back to you!

what makes a perfect woman?
a flat head, three feet tall and no teeth!

what is the flabby skin around a vagina? a woman!
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   try some degrading phrases
                    for women!

call then sluts!

she can’t wrestle, but you should see her box

call them whores!

call them rags!

liquor in the front, poker in the rear

call them bimbos!

call them cunts!

smells like fish, tastes like chicken

call them skanks!

call them anything that defines them 

as a sexual object!

and remember, men - degrading women
isn’t just for fun. it’s tradition, 

it’s the way we stay ahead. 

it’s our way of life! so keep up the good work!


